Prism Gamma 9909.01

Host ACTDMark says:
---------------------------------------------- BEGIN MISSION ------------------------------------------------------
LtJG_Rex says:
::wandering around the outpost, looking rather lost::
CE_Wilken says:
::Standing, cautiously, before a computer terminal, on the Outpost::
SO_Ian says:
::sitting on a chair stairing out a window sipping a drink::
CTO_Psion says:
::At airlock::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Outpost is very cramped... and smells like it hasn't had its life support system active for awhile.
LtJG_Rex says:
::ponders giving himself a hypo of Tri-Ox::
LO_Lynam says:
::Standing around wondering what's going on::
CP_Joe says:
::on the outpost trying to move around::
IO_Triton says:
::wearing civilian clothes and standing at the bar::
CE_Wilken says:
::Carefully snaps his tricorder open... crinkles his nose at the smell... runs a last-minute equipment check... wondering why he's here...::
CTO_Psion says:
::Smells foul odor, and wonders if the air ventilation is working::
CO_Rhian says:
::walking up the stairs to the fron entrance::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: A console begins to flash, and the computer automatically runs through security after security check and sophisticated encryption process.
LtJG_Rex says:
::sighs and taps his combadge:: Computer: where are the medical facilities of this outpost?
SO_Ian says:
::snifs his drink and wonders which is worse his drink or the air::
CP_Joe says:
::notices the console::
CTO_Psion says:
::Looks around::
CE_Wilken says:
::Notes a self-initiating program being activated... wonders if it's somethinge he did::
CTO_Psion says:
::Sees Mr. Lynam::
LtJG_Rex says:
::looks frustrated:: Computer!
LtJG_Rex says:
Computer?
CTO_Psion says:
Lynam:  Mr. Lynam, greetings.
LtJG_Rex says:
::looks over at the other crew members and shrugs::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: An image of an Admiral appears on the screen...
CO_Rhian says:
::the front entrance opens and a dank, musty smull pours out::
LO_Lynam says:
CTO: hey Psion!  They got you too huh?  Any idea what this is all about?
IO_Triton says:
::orders a week drink to look less conspicuous::
CTO_Psion says:
Lynam:  None.
LtJG_Rex says:
::straightens his uniform::
AdmWolfe says:
COM:Gamma::clears throat::
CE_Wilken says:
::Carefully sizing-up the image, of an Admiral, on the small screen::
CP_Joe says:
::adjustes his uniform::
LO_Lynam says:
:;Looks at the screen::
CO_Rhian says:
::walks in to see a few people already there::
LtJG_Rex says:
::jumps and wheels around to the screen::
XO_Linard says:
::notices CO walk in::
CE_Wilken says:
::Drums his fingers on the panel, not yet noticing the presence of the Captain::
SO_Ian says:
::trys to stand up, but fails and falls::
XO_Linard says:
::nods at CO::
AdmWolfe says:
COM:Gamma:  All:  I suppose you are wondering why you are on the edge of nowhere, in a dark, cramped, listening post.  Right?
CE_Wilken says:
::Silently nods::
CP_Joe says:
::nods::
CO_Rhian says:
::nods to XO and focuses on the screen::
AT_Psion says:
::Was about to address Lynam, but listens instead::
LO_Lynam says:
::Recognizes a rhetorical question when he hears one::
LtJG_Rex says:
Admiral: Speaking on behalf of all of us, yes, the thought had crossed our minds.
AdmWolfe says:
A remote group of Cardassian Terrorists believing that the Federation was responsible for the death of over 800 million Cardassians, has sent a threat to the Federation Council. Several Starbases and Stations have a cloaked Trilithium bomb located on their main reactor core. At first Starfleet and the Federation did not believe it.
IO_Triton says:
::listens to the voice but does not look at the screen::
CO_Rhian says:
COM:Admiral:Admiral:  That has probably crossed our mids, sir
LtJG_Rex says:
::gasps in horror, unable to absorb the scope of that information::
CE_Wilken says:
::Puzzledly wonders what this has to do with him::
CP_Joe says:
::shocked::
AT_Psion says:
::Trilithium...severely unstable and highly lethal explosive::
AdmWolfe says:
A Trilithium device then destroyed Nagasaki Station shortly after the threat was transmitted. Two devices have been uncovered so far, one at McKinley Station, and another at Starbase 238. These devices are extremely hard to detect. We do not know how the Terrorists got these devices aboard and attached to the Reactor Cores,
XO_Linard says:
::listens to Admiral::
CE_Wilken says:
::Plays out the possible scenario in his mind, and is numb at the grim realization...::
AdmWolfe says:
but we know they are there. The threat outlined how that if Starfleet does not withdraw from Cardassian space, eight Starbases and Space Stations would be destroyed. There are 15 more devices out there.
SO_Ian says:
::It must have had help in the inside::
LtJG_Rex says:
::stumbles backward in shock until he hits the back wall::
AdmWolfe says:
Efforts to locate these devices are not proceeding well. The one found on McKinley station was lucky. A malfunction that caused a mild breach in containment melted the device. Starbase 238 found theirs during the removal of the Reactor and installation of new containment cores. None of these methods are particularly pleasant,
AdmWolfe says:
as every Reactor would have to be replaced by the deadline, in one month.
LtJG_Rex says:
Admiral: So you want us to do what, provide medical support to the survivors?
CO_Rhian says:
::thinks one month is not enough time::
CE_Wilken says:
::Holds his questions::
SO_Ian says:
::listens waiting to ask the Admiral:
AdmWolfe says:
Starfleet Command has decided to track down these terrorists before they can detonate another station, and has authroized the formation of Prism Gamma to deal with the terrorists. The signal came from near Minos Korva. Prism Gamma is being sent to a trader outpost to find out where the Terrorists are and neutralize them.
AT_Psion says:
::Wonders if the Cardassian's definition of "their" space has expanded::
AdmWolfe says:
Rumours suggest that the raiders have been getting their supplies from a Ferengi trader named Vrek. He often frequents the Minos Korva outpost. 
Deadly force will be necessary, authorized and advised.
LtJG_Rex says:
::looks at the admiral as if he's grown horns::
CE_Wilken says:
::Swallows, at the mention of deadly force... not too pleased with the idea::
IO_Triton says:
:::takes a slight pause at the mention of deadly force::
LtJG_Rex says:
Admiral: with all respect, I'm a doctor, not an assassin.
IO_Triton says:
::doesn't think he'll have a problem with that::
CO_Rhian says:
Admiral:  Has transportaion been secured?
CE_Wilken says:
::Wonders what in the world an Engineer would be needed for, on this mission::
AT_Psion says:
::Deadly force...a logical conclusion::
SO_Ian says:
REX; But think of the lives that could be lost without them
LtJG_Rex says:
::looks over at Linard, noticing her blue uniform::
AdmWolfe says:
Rex:  Find out who has been planting the bombs, where they are located before more innocent people die.
AdmWolfe says:
All:  Transportation should be arriving....::looks away from the screen::....right about now.
LtJG_Rex says:
::nods:: Admiral: Yes sir. I'll do my best.
CE_Wilken says:
ADM: If I may, interupt sir... Why is a lowly Engineer, like myself, needed for this mission...?
XO_Linard says:
::looks back at Rex::
SO_Ian says:
ADM: one question any clue who might of set of the bomb on there planet
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: A Jenolan Class Personnel Transport sets off the Outpost's proximity sensors
LtJG_Rex says:
Admiral: That's a good question... what do you need an engineer or a doctor for?
AT_Psion says:
::Hear the sensors go off::
AdmWolfe says:
CE:  We need to know who has been building these bombs for them.......
CO_Rhian says:
::turns to sensor display::
CO_Rhian says:
All:  This looks like our ride
CE_Wilken says:
::Puzzled as to what he can contribute to this mission... but dedicated to doing whatever possible::
AdmWolfe says:
Med:  These are fanatics.....and will defend themselves vigorously....you will be needed.
LtJG_Rex says:
Admiral: I was afraid you might say something like that.
LtJG_Rex says:
::looks grimly around at the crew::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Before anymore questions can be asked.. the Entire Prism Team is beamed aboard the ship, the S.S. WayWard
LO_Lynam says:
::Mutters:: So was I
IO_Triton says:
::keeps silent...doesn't care why they would make a CSO an IO::
CP_Joe says:
::materializes on the bridge::
AT_Psion says:
::Sees station dematerialize::
Admiral says:
hello
AT_Psion says:
::Materializes::
CE_Wilken says:
::Moves his hand from his side, in the midst of a transport sequence... shocked, blinks...::
SO_Ian says:
::materilzes on the transport::
LO_Lynam says:
:;Appears on Wayward::
XO_Linard says:
::materializes on bridge ::
LtJG_Rex says:
::looks around:: How rude.
CE_Wilken says:
::Draws his tricorder, scans their surroundings::
IO_Triton says:
All: So much for the subtle approach.
CO_Rhian says:
::materializes on bridge::
CP_Joe says:
::looks around::
CE_Wilken says:
::Nods to the IO::
Host ACTDMark says:
NOTE: There are nine padds resting on the main console, each outlining the equipment and course to Minos Korva outpost.
SO_Ian says:
ADM: please inform me next time before you pull my melcolar structure into tiny pieces
IO_Triton says:
::nods back to the CE, begins looking for a station to man::
AT_Psion says:
::Picks up padd::
LtJG_Rex says:
::turns to Linard:: So I guess we're the medical officers for this mission, right? I'm Adam Rex.
CO_Rhian says:
::walks over and picks up pad::
AdmWolfe says:
ACTION:  THE FREIGHTER HAS SEEN BETTER DAYS - POSSIBLY BEFORE THE WAR....NUMEROUS SYSTEMS APPEAR TO HAVE BEEN ADDED ON AS CRUDE REPLACEMENTS RATHER THAN ACTUAL SUBSTITUTIONS
LO_Lynam says:
:;Picks up a PADD::
SO_Ian says:
::heads to a console trying to fighure wether it safe or not::
IO_Triton says:
::finds a place and sits to read his PADD::
AT_Psion says:
::Moves over to what seems to be a tactical station::
CE_Wilken says:
::Pauses before an instrument panel:: CO: My tricorder readings are being... disrupted....
XO_Linard says:
::smiles:: Rex: I'm Kathleen Linard.
SO_Ian says:
CE: Are these consoles safe, or am i going to fry when i touch them
LtJG_Rex says:
Linard: So you're CMO on this mission?
CE_Wilken says:
SO: As far as I can tell, there should be no problems...
CP_Joe says:
::goes to the front of the bridge to seems to be the helm::
CO_Rhian says:
SO_Ian:  It's always a gamble
AT_Psion says:
LO:  Mr. Lynam...::gestures for him to approach::
SO_Ian says:
::Moves to the senors::
XO_Linard says:
Rex: XO actually...but I am a CMO
CE_Wilken says:
::Examines a nearby equipement locker::
CO_Rhian says:
Admiral:  Has a cover story been provided?
LO_Lynam says:
::Walks up to Psion::
LtJG_Rex says:
Linard: Executive officer? So that would make me the sole medical officer on this mission.
AT_Psion says:
LO:  I am wondering what your thoughts are on this situation.
CE_Wilken says:
::Taps at a small panel, hoping to gain access to the locker::
MED_Rex says:
::goes over to an equipment locker marked "Rex, Adam, Lieutenant JG"
LO_Lynam says:
AT: I don't know, but the term "plausible deniability" leaps to mind.  How about you?
XO_Linard says:
Rex: Yeah, I guess so....
MED_Rex says:
::opens the locker and peers into it::
SO_Ian says:
ALL: Well we have a piece of junk we could realy look like traders anyway
CP_Joe says:
:goes to locker with his name on it::
CE_Wilken says:
::Watches the tiny "cubby," of sorts, slide open... reaches in and withdraws a small kit::
AT_Psion says:
LO:  Very appropriate.  Do you recognize or know any of these other individuals?
MED_Rex says:
::looks at his new uniform:: All: I don't know about you guys, but I don't like the looks of these uniforms.
CE_Wilken says:
::Snaps the case open, and removes a badge... Holds it up to his own, and exchanges them::
CP_Joe says:
::notices different uniform and badge::
SO_Ian says:
::sees everyone and heads over to find his locker::
LO_Lynam says:
AT: No.  But, judging from the size of the ship, we're all going to get much better aquainted.
AdmWolfe is now known as So.
IO_Triton says:
::moves to his locker and begins changing into Prism uniform::
So is now known as SoLan.
CP_Joe says:
::starts putting on uniform::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The Wayward begins an automated course.. and jumps to its fasted speed, Warp 3.
MED_Rex says:
::quickly and somewhat shyly changes::
XO_Linard says:
::looks for a more private setting to put on her uniform::
SO_Ian says:
ALL: Do we have rooms are is the floor it?
AT_Psion says:
LO:  Yes.  ::Looks over a phaser::
CE_Wilken says:
::Pulls out a tricorder...: It's more compact, exchnages it for his own as well::
SO_Ian says:
::puts on his badge::
CP_Joe says:
::puts on badge::
CO_Rhian says:
CP_Joe:  ETA to Minos Korva
CE_Wilken says:
::The last item: A phaser... hesitantly takes it into his hand, turns it over, carefully::
Host ACTDMark says:
<Prism Computer>  ETA to Minos Korva Outpost is estimated at 18 minutes.
MED_Rex says:
::exchanges his combadge, phaser, and tricorder::
CP_Joe says:
CO: About 18 minutes sir
SO_Ian says:
:: grabs the small tricorder and the phaser and grabs his unifrom looking for a spce to change
AT_Psion says:
LO:  A modified phaser...longer charge and higher energy output for more lethal effects.  ::Hands it to Lynam.:: I hope you do not need this, but in any event here it is.
CE_Wilken says:
::Slides it into a slender holster, slips it to his waste band::
LO_Lynam says:
::Shrugs and changes into the spiffy uniform::
MED_Rex says:
::looks carefully at his tricorder::
CE_Wilken says:
<slip=clip>
CO_Rhian says:
CP_Joe:  Very well
IO_Triton says:
::puts on new badge and test the phaser for balance and feel::
CO_Rhian says:
::opens locker and dons the provided attire::
XO_Linard says:
::puts on belt and attaches her instruments and badge::
CE_Wilken says:
::Reaches in and extracts yet another weapon: A phaser rifle... then a couple of round cyliners... doresn't know what they are, but has enough of a clue to get by::
SO_Ian says:
::heads to a corner where a it dark and changes out of view::
CE_Wilken says:
::Ackwardly slides the cylinders into a banoleir, around the phaser rifle::
IO_Triton says:
::something catches his eye::
MED_Rex says:
All: So.... who exactly are all you people?
IO_Triton says:
XO: Oh my....just like back home.
CO_Rhian says:
::adjust jenny straps and atatches the rest of the gear::
CE_Wilken says:
::Reaches in again... notes several sharp, sheathed objects. Doesn't take on. Moves on...::
XO_Linard says:
IO: yeah really....only waaayyyy better...::grins::
CE_Wilken says:
::Balances the rifle in his hands::
SO_Ian says:
::reaches in and grabs something that looks like a ball but has buttons::
CE_Wilken says:
::Swings the locker closed, moves over to an instrument panel::
IO_Triton says:
::picks up a double edged dagger, an acient earth weopan, and just smiles::
MED_Rex says:
::clears his throat::
LO_Lynam says:
MED: I'm Lt.Cdr Lynam, you can call me Fox. ::Offers hand::
AT_Psion says:
::Punches up ship's schematics on his tactical console and studies::
MED_Rex says:
::shakes Lynam's hand:: Lieutenant Adam Rex. Most people call me Rex or Doc. ::smiles::
CO_Rhian says:
All: Depending on the layout when we arrive; prepare to split into three teams...
CP_Joe says:
MED: I'm LtJG Joe Teasley, call me Joe ::offers hand::
XO_Linard says:
::studies padd...looks up at hearing the word "doc"::
CE_Wilken says:
::Keys something into a touch-sensetive control pad. Picks up a PADD, laying nearby...entailimg information on their mission::
MED_Rex says:
::shakes Teasley's hand::
SoLan says:
ACTION:  THE SHIP HAS BEEN REBUILT - THOUGH IT WOULD BARELY CLASSIFY AS OPERABLE UNDER TYPICAL FEDERATION STANDARDS
AT_Psion says:
::Studies what weaponry is onboard::
IO_Triton says:
Med: I'm Lt Triton W Zaldivar, normally a CSO but i'll be serving as IO....
LO_Lynam says:
CO: So haow are we going to play this?  The ship says subtle, the uniforms and hardware say something else.
CE_Wilken says:
::Briefly examines a document on a Ferengi trader, before slipping into into his equipment pack::
SO_Ian says:
:: grabs a kitanna::
MED_Rex says:
Triton: IO? What's that?
CP_Joe says:
::looks at the fighters, shuttles, and Cargo ships he might get to use::
CO_Rhian says:
All:  Alpha will be myself, IO, and SO
SO_Ian says:
::heads to his console::
CE_Wilken says:
::Focuses on the Captain::
IO_Triton says:
Med: Intelligence Officer...I'm supposed to gather the dirt I suppose.
XO_Linard says:
::approaches CO::
CO_Rhian says:
All:  Bravo...XO, Teasly and Psion
MED_Rex says:
::nods::
AT_Psion says:
::Having come to his senses...scans the vicinity of space::
CP_Joe says:
CO: Understood
AT_Psion says:
::Acknowledges the CO::
CO_Rhian says:
All:  Charlie...Linam, Wilken and Rex
Host ACTDMark says:
<Prism Computer>  Minos Korva Outpost on Long Range scanners...
CM_Rex says:
::chuckles:: Linam and Wilken: I guess we're the noncombatant team.
CE_Wilken says:
::Hears his name called... briefly acknowledges the officers in his team::
CP_Joe says:
CO: Minos Korva outposrt dected on LRS
IO_Triton says:
CO: Sir I think I should go in solo...and in civilian gear.
CE_Wilken says:
CM: I would say so..::Openly smiles::... I never was much of a fighter...
AT_Psion says:
::Scans Minos Korva::
LO_Lynam says:
MED:If we're lucky.  ::Pulls his own broadsword out of his gear and checks the edge before resheathing it::
CO_Rhian says:
AT_Psion:  Agreed
CM_Rex says:
::smiles weakly at Lynam::
CO_Rhian says:
AT_Psion:  Are we beiing detected by
CM_Rex says:
CE: I was originally in security at the academy.
SO_Ian says:
CO: sir i think we should be careful he might have alot of friend on the surface
LO_Lynam says:
:;Pats the doctor on the shoulder and moves to a station to check the ship's power curve::
CO_Rhian says:
AT_Psion: The outpost
IO_Triton says:
CO: thank you sir
AT_Psion says:
CO:  Shall I hail them sir?
CE_Wilken says:
CM: Really? It's nice to know someone on this team has some experience as a TAC officer!
CM_Rex says:
CE: I was hoping for a tactical post on the Delphyne, but I switched to medical before graduating, and now I'm running the medical department on Arcadia Station.
IO_Triton says:
::changes bak into civilian clothes...hides the badge and tricorder, puts away the phaser, keeps the dagger::
CO_Rhian says:
AT_Psion:  No, they probably won't be listening
CE_Wilken says:
CM: Arcadia...? I've heard of the station... fine post, I've heard.
CP_Joe says:
::takes phaser rifle and tricorder::
IO_Triton says:
CE: I've served as Tactical.
CO_Rhian says:
CP_Joe:  Take us down in a discreet area
CP_Joe says:
CO: Aye sir
SO_Ian says:
IO: I ve served as a tac also
LO_Lynam says:
CO: So how do you want to do this sir?  I mean, the uniforms are a little...intimidating don't you think?
CM_Rex says:
CE: That it is, but for a medical officer it's a challenge. At any time, we have between three and five thousand people of different races aboard.
CE_Wilken says:
::Nods to Triton, weakly smiles, already examining his instrument panel::
CP_Joe says:
CO: We've entered descert area and made a full stop
SO_Ian is now known as STO_Ian.
CM_Rex says:
LO: I just don't like the fact that my uniform doesn't tell anybody that I'm a medic.
CE_Wilken says:
::Softly whistles... 3000? Wow...::
CM_Rex says:
CE: And in emergencies, we can acommodate over twelve thousand people.
AT_Psion says:
CO:  We have to assume we have been detected sir, although I see no evidence of it from my scans.
CE_Wilken says:
::Shakes his head::
CO_Rhian says:
IO_Triton:  We'll give you 10 minutes to get out ahead of the rest of us
CE_Wilken says:
::Monitors the ship's LRS from his own station... Wishes he had a chair::
STO_Ian says:
CO/AT: i think they have noticed us but probaly dont want to give it away sir
IO_Triton says:
AT: can you find a place that shows no lifeforms...preferably open to space.
AT_Psion says:
CM:  I do not think you would like to "stick out" as they say on this mission Mr. Rex.
CM_Rex says:
CE: We're a big enough station that our dedicated support starship is Intrepid-class.
CE_Wilken says:
::Analyzes the sensor's telemetry, carefully fiddling with the environmental systems::
AT_Psion says:
IO:  Analyzing.
CE_Wilken says:
CM: Defenitely sounds like a challenge...
CP_Joe says:
::makes minor course correction::
CO_Rhian says:
XO_Linard:  I'd much prefer that we were in civilian attire
IO_Triton says:
::looks for a space suit::
XO_Linard says:
CO: agreed
SoLan says:
@  ::plays some Strategema....watching a new ship approach the station....::
XO_Linard says:
CO: we will blend in a lot better
AT_Psion says:
IO/CO:  Detecting a nondeveloped region in the planetary landscape approximately 100 kilometers away from the planet's main business center.
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The WayWard nears the Very busy Outpost
CM_Rex says:
::at a loose end:: All: So where are you all normally stationed?
CO_Rhian says:
XO_Linard:  Then that is what we will do
CP_Joe says:
CO: We getting very close to the outpost
CE_Wilken says:
CM: ::Passively:: Pendragon...
XO_Linard says:
::nods:: CO: we should change quickly then
CO_Rhian says:
All:  We'll be better off if we are not in these uniforms...
STO_Ian says:
CO: Sir we sould try to get to those docks first
IO_Triton says:
CO: can we rsik a beam in sir...I don't think the security here is particularly attentive.
SoLan says:
@  ::stands, having already bested his opponent, slips from the amusement area::
CO_Rhian says:
All:  I think we would attract to much attention
STO_Ian says:
CO/IO: no i wouldn't suggest it might have scramblers set up
CO_Rhian says:
AT_Psion:  Do you have a spot selected?
IO_Triton says:
STO: good point...
CO_Rhian says:
STO_Ian:  Are you able to pick anythin up?
CM_Rex says:
All: What if I claimed that one of us was critically ill and that we needed to dock to take on supplies?
STO_Ian says:
CO: Only a very crowded and used hallway, with buisnes going on
CE_Wilken says:
CM: Would probably draw unwanted attention...
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: One Docking port is snagged by one ship, while the other is sent careening as it its knocked out of the way.. One port left.
AT_Psion says:
CO:  I have stored the coordinates of the site.
CM_Rex says:
::raises an eyebrow::
IO_Triton says:
CO: I really don't think we need a special reason to dock...just get in there and take a spot..we are supposed to be lawless
CM_Rex says:
All: It seems the order of the day is to just grab what you want.
STO_Ian says:
CO: i recomedn we do it fast!
CO_Rhian says:
CP_Joe:  Get us in that spot there ::points to remaining docking port::
XO_Linard says:
CO: I agree......I believe the earth saying is..."when in Rome....?"
CE_Wilken says:
::Still crouched over his panel::
CM_Rex says:
::nods to Linard::
CO_Rhian says:
XO_Linard:  Or when in Minos...
AT_Psion says:
::Scans he defenses of the outpost::
IO_Triton says:
::moves to airlock doors::
CM_Rex says:
Rhian: Do as the Korvan do?
CP_Joe says:
CO: Aye sir
XO_Linard says:
::chuckles::CO: ...or Minos
CP_Joe says:
::moves to area chosen by CO::
CM_Rex says:
::walks from crew member to crew member, unobtrusively scanning each.
AT_Psion says:
::Notes that the station has no weaponry::
XO_Linard says:
::eyes CM curiously::
CO_Rhian says:
AT_Psion:  Are there any obscure laws that we need to be aware of?
CO_Rhian says:
<IO>
CE_Wilken says:
::Eyes the Doctor:: Problem...?
CM_Rex says:
XO: I'm responsible for the general well-being of the crew... might as well know that we've got a clean bill of health before we enter unfamiliar territory.
AT_Psion says:
CO:  There are no laws sir.  Only what would seem to be a feeble belief in the phrase "honor among theives."
IO_Triton says:
CO: This place doesn't seem to have any laws...except might makes right and money is power.
CM_Rex says:
CE: Don't worry, I'll let you kow.
STO_Ian says:
CO/AT: more like watch your back, where in lawless land, no laws to break.
CE_Wilken says:
::Nods to the CM::
XO_Linard says:
::nods:: CM: Well, I'm originally a doctor myself so I'm in the best of health....::grins::
CO_Rhian says:
IO_Triton:  There must be some central governing body
AT_Psion says:
CO: Scanning database sir.
CP_Joe says:
::walks to Psion::AT: Ready for this?
CM_Rex says:
XO: I realize that, but if some kind of contamination does occur on this station, it'll help to have a baseline reading.
STO_Ian says:
CO: we should take the latiunum it will be handy
IO_Triton says:
CO: perhaps some sort of guild...or a retired mercenary band
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The other ship begins gunning it for the last docking port
AT_Psion says:
CP:  I would have appreciated some more intelligence on our current situation, but I believe I am up to the task.
CM_Rex says:
CO: Tractor beam?
XO_Linard says:
CM: agreed
CM_Rex says:
XO: Some of us are rather... exotic... hybrids of races, and I'll need to know what their readings are supposed to be.
CO_Rhian says:
CM_Rex:  Take a baseline reading of each before we leave
CP_Joe says:
AT: I would have wanted a little more info, too
AT_Psion says:
CO:  I you would like to dock...the final port is about to be taken.
LO_Lynam says:
::Increases power to the inertial dampers and the deflectors::
CM_Rex says:
CO: Working on it now, sir.
IO_Triton says:
CO: you may want to leave someone on-board to gaurd our little secrets...:;motions to the uniform lockers::
CM_Rex says:
::continues his scans::
STO_Ian says:
CP: can this ship go any faster to that dock
SoLan says:
@  ::arrives at his ship, reading the small Cardassian Padd to make sure the proper supplies are aboard....satsified, with a smirk, boards his ship and prepares to leave
SoLan says:
::
CO_Rhian says:
CP_Joe:  Do what you have to do to get that port
CP_Joe says:
STO: Yeah
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: The other ship is moving into position.. ahead of the Wayward...
CP_Joe says:
CO: Aye
CM_Rex says:
CO: Are we planning to fire on them?
CP_Joe says:
::increases speed::
XO_Linard says:
CO: Sir, it appears as if our spot is to be taken
IO_Triton says:
::braces for impact::
STO_Ian says:
ALL: Is this ship strong enought to ram that thing out of the way or will it or us fall apart
CO_Rhian says:
CM_Rex:  Maby a freindly nudge
CP_Joe says:
::turns ship around and move the ship backwards::
CM_Rex says:
CO: Perhaps I'll just have a seat then.
CM_Rex says:
::grabs a seat and holds on::
LO_Lynam says:
CO: I've done all I can to keep us intact if we ram, might as well go for it.
CP_Joe says:
::moves to the docking area and engages rear docking clamps::
SoLan says:
@  ::moves away from the station, noting a race for one of the open spots....glides away from the station and merges into traffic::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: Another ship leaves a nearby port... opening it.
CO_Rhian says:
::goes over to the airlock::
CM_Rex says:
CO: Sir!
CP_Joe says:
::heads towards open port::
AT_Psion says:
CO:  Shall we attempt the other port that has just become available?
CO_Rhian says:
CP_Joe: Can you make it?
CO_Rhian says:
CM_Rex:  What is it?
CP_Joe says:
CO: I'll try
CM_Rex says:
CO: Open spot, bearing 290 mark 1, but I think the AO already told you.
CP_Joe says:
::heads towards opening and fastest speed possible::
CM_Rex says:
::grins sheepishly::
CO_Rhian says:
IO_Triton:  You'll have a ten minute start
CP_Joe says:
CO: We;ve made it
CP_Joe says:
::engages docking clamps::
IO_Triton says:
CO: aye sir...do not contact me on the Comm unless tis an emergency please.
IO_Triton says:
::kisses XO:: XO: wish us luck
STO_Ian says:
CO/IO: ill keep tract of your signal
CM_Rex says:
::raises an eyebrow::
XO_Linard says:
::smiles:: IO: good luck...don't do anything stupid...I don't want to drag your butt back to Hayden
CO_Rhian says:
::?:::?::
CP_Joe says:
::grabs Phaser rifle and tricorder and heads to his Bravo teammates::
STO_Ian says:
::starts listening in on communications to find, more than enough static to block must of the talking::
IO_Triton says:
XO: me stuoid? only when you're involved...::heads out the docking doors::
Host ACTDMark says:
ACTION: As the members of Prism board the outpost they are subject to a very bustling corridor.
XO_Linard says:
::laughs at IO and shakes head::
CO_Rhian says:
All:  Team leaders check in once an hour
Host Berias says:
::Walks past the Prism team talking loudly to his buddy::  Yeah if you need that deuterium asap talk to Vrek.. stupid little ferengi can get anything
LO_Lynam says:
Sits down on the bridge and waits::
XO_Linard says:
CO: acknowledged......
Saireb says:
Except for some lousy Oo-mat from those Orion Slave Girls he pays for ::laughs::
IO_Triton says:
::follows pair talking about Vrek::
Host Berias says:
Saireb: HAHAH  I heard that... he needs the Oo-max for dummies text or something.  But seriously Little Big Ears can also get you those detonator caps...
IO_Triton says:
::turns on bio-dampener::
Host Berias says:
ACTION:  The Pair keep talking and walk off... mentioning something about a bar called NeverLand.
Host Berias says:
---------------------------------------------- PAUSE MISSION ------------------------------------------------------
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